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Abstract. Recently the field of theory update has seen some improve-
ment, in what concerns model updating, by allowing updates to be spec-
ified by so-called revision programs. The updating of theory models is
governed by their update rules and also by inertia applied to those literals
not directly affected by the update program. Though this is important,
it remains necessary to tackle as well the updating of programs specify-
ing theories. Some results have been obtained on the issue of updating a
logic program which encodes a set of models, to obtain a new program
whose models are the desired updates of the initial models. But here the
program only plays the rôle of a means to encode the models.
A logic program encodes much more than a set of models: it encodes
knowledge in the form of the relationships between the elements of those
models. In this paper we advocate that the principle of inertia is advan-
tageously applied to the rules of the initial program rather than to the
individual literals in a model. Indeed, we show how this concept of pro-
gram update generalizes model or interpretation updates. Furthermore,
it allows us to conceive what it is to update one program by another, a
crucial notion for opening up a whole new range of applications concern-
ing the evolution of knowledge bases. We will consider the updating of
normal programs as well as these extended with explicit negation, under
the stable semantics.
Keywords: Updates

1 Introduction and Motivation

When dealing with modifications to a knowledge base represented by a proposi-
tional theory, two kinds of abstract frameworks have been distinguished both by
Keller and Winslett in [KW85] and by Katsuno and Mendelzon in [KM91]. One,
theory revision, deals with incorporating new knowledge about a static world.
The other, dealing with changing worlds, is known as theory update. This paper
concerns only theory update.

So far, most of the work accomplished in the field of theory update [PT95]
[MT94] [KM91]has addressed the modification of models on a one by one basis,
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by allowing updates to be specified by so-called revision programs. The field of
theory update has seen several major achievements, namely the embedding of
revision programs into logic programs [MT94], arbitrary rule updates and, the
embedding into default logic [PT95].

The update of models is governed by update rules and also by inertia applied
to the literals not directly affected by the update program. Though this is impor-
tant, it remains necessary to tackle as well the updating of programs specifying
theories, as opposed to updating its models. Some results have been obtained in
what concerns the updating of a logic program which encodes a set of models,
to obtain a new program whose models are the desired justified updates of the
initial models [AP97]. But here the program only plays the rôle of a means to
encode the models.

A logic program encodes much more than a set of models: it encodes knowl-
edge in the form of the relationships between the elements of those models. In
this paper we advocate that the principle of inertia is advantageously applied to
the rules of the initial program rather than to the individual literals in a model.
Indeed, we show how this concept of program update generalizes model or in-
terpretation updates. Furthermore, it allows us to conceive what it is to update
one program by another. A crucial notion for opening up a whole new range of
applications concerning the evolution of knowledge bases. We will consider the
updating of normal programs as well as these extended with explicit negation,
under the stable semantics.

To show that a logic program encodes relationships between the elements of
a model, which are lost if we simply envisage updates on a model by model basis,
as proposed in [KM91], consider the following situation where an alarm signal
is present:

Example 1. Take the normal program P and its single stable model M :

P : go home← not money
go restaurant← money
money ←

M = {money, go restaurant}
Now consider an update program stating that the person has been robbed and
that a robbery leaves the person without any money:

U : out(money)← in(robbed)
in(robbed)←

According to [MT94] and model updating we obtain as the single justified update
of M the following model:

MU = {robbed, go restaurant}
Stating that, although we know that the person doesn’t have any money, he/she
still goes to the restaurant and not home. In [AP97] the authors propose a
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program transformation that produces a new program whose models are exactly
the justified revisions of the models of the initial program, according to the
definition proposed in [MT94], and so produces exactly the result above.

But looking at the program and at the update program, we arguably conclude
that MU doesn’t represent the intended meaning of the update of P by U for
a commonsensical reasoner. Since “go restaurant” was true because the person
had “money”, the removal of “money” should make one expect “go restaurant”
to become false. The same kind of reasoner expects “go home” to become true.
The intended update model of the example presumably is:

M
′
U = {robbed, go home} ♦

Another symptomatic example, but using explicit negation is this:

Example 2. Given the statements:

– If I’ve seen something that is unexplainable then I’ve seen a miracle.
– If I’ve seen a miracle then God exists.
– I’ve seen something.
– It is not explainable.

They can be represented by the following extended logic program:

P : seen miracle← seen something, not explainable
god exists← seen miracle
seen something ←
¬explainable←

whose answer-set M is:

M = {seen something,¬explainable, seen miracle, god exists}

Now consider the following update program U stating that we now have an
explanation:

U : in(explainable)←
According to model updating we obtain as the single justified update of M the
following model MU :

MU = {seen something, explainable, seen miracle, god exists}

Once again we arguably conclude that this model doesn’t represent the intended
meaning and that the correct model should be:

MU = {seen something, explainable} ♦

The purpose of this paper is to generalize model updates to logic program
updates. The former are a special case of the latter since they can be coded as
factual programs. To do this we must first consider the rôle of inertia in updates.
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Newton’s first law, also known as the law of inertia, states that: “every body
remains at rest or moves with constant velocity in a straight line, unless it is
compelled to change that state by an unbalanced force acting upon it” (adapted
from [Principia]). One often tends to interpret this law in a commonsensical way,
as things keeping as they are unless some kind of force is applied to them. This is
true but it doesn’t exhaust the meaning of the law. It is the result of all applied
forces that governs the outcome. Take a body to which several forces are applied,
and which is in a state of equilibrium due to those forces canceling out. Later
one of those forces is removed and the body starts to move.

The same kind of behavior presents itself when updating programs. Let us
make the parallel between a program rule and a physical body with forces applied
to it, the body of the rule being the forces applied to the head. In the same way
we have to determine whether the forces are still in a state of equilibrium, before
concluding that a physical body is at rest or moves with constant velocity in a
straight line due to inertia, when it comes to the updating of a program we have
to check if the truth value of a body which determines the truth value of a head
hasn’t changed before concluding the truth value of the head by inertia. This is
so because the truth value of the body may change due to an update rule.

Going back to the previous example, before stating that “god exists” is true
by inertia since it wasn’t directly affected by the update program, one should
verify for instance whether “explained” is still not true, for otherwise there would
be no longer a way to prove “god exists” and therefore its truth value would no
longer be ’true’.

To conclude, we argue that the truth of any element in the updated models
should be supported by some rule, i.e. one with a true body, either of the update
program or of the given program, in face of new knowledge.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in Sect.2 we recapitulate
some background concepts necessary in the sequel; in Sect.3 we formalize the
normal logic program update process and present a transformation, reminiscent
of the one in [AP97], providing the intended results; we conclude the section
by showing that the transformation generalizes the one set forth in [PT95]; in
Sect.4 we extend our approach to the case where the program to be updated is
a logic program extended with explicit negation, and in Sect.5 we conclude and
elaborate on future developments.

2 Review of Interpretation Updates

In this section we summarize some of the definitions related to the issue of theory
update. Some of these definitions will be slightly different, though equivalent to
the original ones, with the purpose of making their relationship clearer.

For self containment and to eliminate any confusion between updates and
revisions, instead of using the original vocabulary of revision rule, revision pro-
gram and justified revision, we will speak of update rule, update program and
justified update, as in [AP97].
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The language used is similar to that of logic programming: update programs
are collections of update rules, which in turn are built out of atoms by means of
the special operators: ←, in, out, and “, ”.

Definition 1 (Update Programs). [MT94] Let U be a countable set of atoms.
An update in-rule or, simply, an in-rule, is any expression of the form:

in(p)← in(q1), ..., in(qm), out(s1), ..., out(sn) (1)

where p, qi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and sj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, are all in U , and m, n ≥ 0.
An update out-rule or, simply, an out-rule, is any expression of the form:

out(p)← in(q1), ..., in(qm), out(s1), ..., out(sn) (2)

where p, qi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and sj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, are all in U , and m, n ≥ 0. A
collection of in-rules and out-rules is called an update program (UP ). ♦

Definition 2 (Necessary Change). [MT94] Let P be an update program with
least model M (treating P as a positive Horn program). The necessary change
determined by P is the pair (IP , OP ), where

IP = {a : in(a) ∈M} OP = {a : out(a) ∈M} (3)

Atoms in IP (resp. OP ) are those that must become true (resp. false). If I ∩O =
{} then P is said coherent. ♦

Intuitively, the necessary change determined by a program P specifies those
atoms that must be added and those that must be deleted as a result of a given
update, whatever the initial interpretation.

Definition 3 (P-Justified Update). [MT94] Let P be an update program and
Ii and Iu two total interpretations. The reduct PIu|Ii

with respect to Ii and Iu is
obtained by the following operations:

- Removing from P all rules whose body contains some in(a) and a /∈ Iu;
- Removing from P all rules whose body contains some out(a) and a ∈ Iu;
- Removing from the body of any remaining rules of P all in(a) such that

a ∈ Ii;
- Removing from the body of any remaining rules of P all out(a) such that

a /∈ Ii.
Let (I, O) be the necessary change determined by PIu|Ii

. Whenever PIu|Ii

is coherent, Iu is a P-justified update of Ii with respect to P iff the following
stability condition holds:

Iu = (Ii −O) ∪ I ♦ (4)

The first two operations delete rules which are useless given Iu. The stability
condition preserves the initial interpretation in the final one as much as possible.
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3 Normal Logic Program Updating

As we’ve seen in the introduction, updating on the basis of models isn’t enough
if we want to take advantage of the information encoded by a logic program and
not expressed in the set of its models.

When we generalize the notion of P-justified update, from interpretations to
the new case where we want to update programs, the resulting update program
should be made to depend only on the initial program and on the update pro-
gram, but not on any specific initial interpretation. An interpretation should be
a model of a normal logic program updated by an update program if the truth
of each of its literals is either supported by a rule of the update program with
true body in the interpretation or, in case there isn’t one, by a rule of the initial
program whose conclusion is not contravened by the update program.

Another way to view program updating, and in particular the rôle of inertia,
is to say that the rules of the initial program carry over to the updated program,
due to inertia, instead of the truth of interpretation literals as in [AP97], just
in case they are not overruled by the update program. This is to be preferred
because the rules encode more information than the literals. Inertia of literals is a
special case of rule inertia since literals can be coded as factual rules. Accordingly,
program updating generalizes model updating.

To achieve rule inertia we start by defining the sub-program of the initial
program which contains the rules that should persist in the updated program due
to inertia. We use this program together with the update program to characterize
the models of the resulting updated program, i.e. the program-justified updates,
whatever the updated program may be. Finally, we present a joint program
transformation of the initial and the update programs, which introduces inertia
rules, to produce an updated program whose models are the required program-
justified updates. Stable model semantics and its generalization to extended logic
programs [GL90] will be used to define the models of programs.

We start by defining a translation of an update program written in a language
that does not contain explicit negation, into a normal logic program extended
with explicit negation.

Definition 4 (Interpretation Restriction). Given a language L that does
not contain explicit negation ¬, let M¬ be an interpretation, of the language L¬,
obtained by augmenting L with the set E = {¬A : A ∈ L}.

We define the corresponding restricted interpretation M , of L, as:

M = M¬ restricted to L ♦ (5)

Definition 5 (Translation of UPs into LPs). Given an update program UP ,
in the language L, its translation into an extended logic program U in the lan-
guage L¬ is obtained from UP by replacing each in-rule (1) with the correspond-
ing rule:

p← q1, ...qm, not s1, ..., not sn (6)
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and similarly replacing each out-rule (2) with the corresponding rule:

¬p← q1, ...qm, not s1, ..., not sn ♦ (7)

From now onwards, and unless otherwise stated, whenever we refer to an up-
date program we mean its reversible translation into an extended logic program
according to the previous definition. Notice that such programs do not contain
explicitly negated atoms in the body of its rules.

Definition 6 (Inertial Sub-Program). Let P be a normal logic program in
the language L, U an update program in the language L¬ and M¬ an interpre-
tation of L¬. Let:

Rejected(M¬) = {A← body ∈ P : M¬ |= body
and ∃¬A← body′ ∈ U : M¬ |= body′ } (8)

where A is an atom. We define Inertial Sub-Program Pinertial(M¬) as:

Pinertial(M¬) = P −Rejected(M¬) ♦ (9)

Intuitively, the rules for some atom A that belong to Rejected(M¬) are those
that belong to the initial program but, although their body is still verified by
the model, there is an update rule that overrides them, by contravening their
conclusion.

Definition 7 (<P,U>-Justified Updates). Let P be a normal logic program
in the language L, U an update program in the language L¬, and M an inter-
pretation of the language L. M is a <P,U>-Justified Update of P updated by
U , iff there is an interpretation M¬ of L¬ such that M¬ is an answer-set of P ∗,
where

P ∗ = Pinertial(M¬) + U ♦ (10)

Notice that the new definition of program-justified update doesn’t depend
on any initial model. Once again this is because inertia applies to rules and not
model literals. To achieve inertia of model literals it is enough to include them
as fact rules, as shown in the sequel.

The following example will show the rôle played by Rejected(M¬) when
determining the <P,U>-Justified Updates.

Example 3. Consider program P stating that someone is a pacifist and that a
pacifist is a reasonable person. Later on, an update U states that it is not clear
whether we’re at war or at peace, and that a state of war will make that person
no longer a pacifist:

P : pacifist← U : ¬pacifist← war
reasonable← pacifist peace← not war

war ← not peace
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Intuitively, when performing the update of P by U , we should obtain two models,
namely

M1 = {pacifist, reasonable, peace}
M2 = {war}

Let’s check whether they are <P,U>-justified updates. M1 is M¬1 restricted to
the language of P :

M¬1 = {pacifist, reasonable, peace}
Since

Rejected(M¬1) = {}
P ∗ = P + U − {}

M¬1 is an answer-set of P ∗, and so M1 is a <P,U>-justified update.
M2 is M¬2 restricted to the language of P :

M¬2 = {war,¬pacifist}
Since

Rejected(M¬2) = {pacifist←}
P ∗ = P + U − {pacifist←}

M¬2 is an answer-set of P ∗ and so M2 is a <P,U>-justified update.
Let’s check if the model

MX = {reasonable, war}
is a <P,U>-justified update. Intuitively it should not be one because the truth
value of reasonable should be determined by the evaluation of the rule of P , rea-
sonable←pacifist, on the strength of the truth of pacifist in the updated model,
and therefore should be false. Note, however, that this model would be a justified
update of the only stable model of P , determined according to interpretation
updating.

Once again MX is M¬X restricted to the language of P :

M¬X = {reasonable, war,¬pacifist}
Since

Rejected(M¬X) = {pacifist←}
P ∗ = P + U − {pacifist←}

As expected, M¬X is not an answer-set of P ∗, and therefore MX is not a <P,U>-
justified update. ♦

Next we present a program transformation that produces an updated pro-
gram from an initial program and an update program. The answer-sets of the
updated program so obtained will be exactly the <P,U>-justified models, ac-
cording to Theorem 1 below. The updated program can thus be used to compute
them.
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Definition 8 (Update transformation of a normal program). Consider
an update program U in the language L¬. For any normal logic program P in the
language L, its updated program PU with respect to U , written in the extended
language L¬ +

{
A′, AU ,¬AU : A ∈ L}

is obtained via the operations:

– All rules of U and P belong to PU subject to the changes:
• in the head of every rule of PU originated in U replace literal L by a new

literal LU ;
• in the head of every rule of PU originated in P replace atom A by a new

atom A′;
– Include in PU , for every atom A of P or U , the defining rules:

A← A′, not ¬AU A← AU ¬A← ¬AU ♦ (11)

The above definition assumes that in the language L there are no symbols of
the form L′ and LU .This transformation is reminiscent of the one presented in
[AP97], where the goal was to update a set of models encoded by a logic program.
In [AP97], literals figuring in the head of a rule of U (but it could be for any
literal) originate replacement of the corresponding atom in both the head and
body of the rules of the initial program, whereas in the above transformation
this replacement occurs only in the head (for all rules). This has the effect of
exerting inertia on the rules instead of on the model literals because the original
rules will be evaluated in the light of the updated model. The defining rules
establish that, after the update, a literal is either implied by inertia or forced
by an update rule. Note that only update rules are allowed to inhibit the inertia
rule, in contrast to the usual inertia rules for model updates. In model updates
there are no rule bodies in the coding of the initial interpretation as fact rules,
so the conclusion of these rules cannot change, in contradistinction to the case
of program updates. Hence the new inertia rule, which applies equally well to
model updating (cf. justification in Theorem 2) and so is more general. Their
intuitive reading is: A can be true either by inertia or due to the update program.

Example 4. Consider the normal logic program P with a single stable model M :

P : a← not b
d← e
e←

M = {a, d, e}
now consider the update program U :

U : c← not a
b←
¬e← a

And the updated program PU is (where the rules for A stand for all their ground
instances):

cU ← not a a
′ ← not b A← A′, not ¬AU

bU ← d
′ ← e A← AU

¬eU ← a e′ ← ¬A← ¬AU
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whose only answer-set (modulo A′ and AU atoms) is:

MU = {b, c, d, e}

This corresponds to the intended result: the insertion of b renders a no longer
supported and thus false; since a is false, c becomes true due to the first rule
of the update program; the last rule of U is ineffective since a is false; e is still
supported and not updated, so it remains true by inertia; finally d remains true
because still supported by e. ♦

If we consider this same example but performing the updating on a model
basis instead, we would get as the only U -justified update of M: M ′ = {a, b, d}.
The difference, for example in what a is concerned, is that in M ′ a is true by
inertia because it is true in M and there are no rules for a in U . According to
our definition, since there aren’t any rules (with a true body) in U for a, the rule
in P for a is still valid by inertia and re-evaluated in the final interpretation,
where since b is true a is false.

Example 5. Consider the P and U of example 3. The updated program PU of P
by U is (where the rules for A stand for all their ground instances):

pacifist′ ← ¬pacifistU ← war
reasonable′ ← pacifist peaceU ← not war
A← A′, not ¬AU warU ← not peace
A← AU ¬A← ¬AU

whose answer-sets (modulo A′, AU and explicitly negated atoms) are:

M1 = {pacifist, reasonable, peace}
M2 = {war}

coinciding with the two <P,U>-justified updates determined in example 3. ♦
The following theorem establishes the relationship between the models of the

update transformation of a program and its <P,U>-justified updates.

Theorem 1 (Correctness of the update transformation). Let P be a nor-
mal logic program in the language L and U a coherent update program in the
language L¬. Modulo any primed and XU literals, the answer-sets of the updated
program PU are exactly the <P,U>-Justified Updates of P updated by U . ♦
Proof. Let P be a normal logic program consisting of rules of the form:

A← Bi, not Ci

and U an update program consisting of rules of the form:

A← Bj , not Cj

¬A← Bk, not Ck
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where A is an atom and each B and C is some finite set of atoms .
Let P ∗

U be the program obtained according to Def. 7:

P ∗
U = U + Pinertial(M¬)

and note that Pinertial(M¬) ⊆ P .
Let PU be the program obtained according to Def. 8:

PU : A′ ← Bi, not Ci for all rules from P
A← A′, not ¬AU

A← AU

¬A← ¬AU


 for all A

AU ← Bj , not Cj

¬AU ← Bk, not Ck

}
for all rules from U

We will show that PU is equivalent to P ∗
U for our purposes. Performing on PU

a partial evaluation of AU and ¬AU on the rules A ← AU and ¬A ← ¬AU we
obtain:

P
′
U : A′ ← Bi, not Ci (1)

A← A′, not ¬AU (2)
A← Bj , not Cj (3)
¬A← Bk, not Ck (4)
AU ← Bj , not Cj (5)
¬AU ← Bk, not Ck (6)

Note that rules (3) and (4) are exactly the update program.
These rules can be simplified. In particular we don’t need the rules for AU

and ¬AU . For some arbitrary A, consider first the case where ¬AU is false. We
can then perform the following simplifications on P

′
U : replace in (2) A′ by the

body of (1) and remove not ¬AU to obtain (2*): A ← Bi, not Ci; now we no
longer need rule (6). Since we don’t care about primed nor AU literals in the
updated models we can now remove rule (1), as well as rules (5) and (6)). The
so mutilated P

′
U preserves the semantics of P

′
U when ¬AU is false, apart primed

and U literals, and looks like this:

A← Bi, not Ci (2∗)
A← Bj , not Cj (3)
¬A← Bk, not Ck (4)

which corresponds exactly to P ∗
U when Pinertial(M¬) = P when ¬AU is false,

and hence their answer-sets are the same in that case.
For the case where ¬AU is true, we can delete rule (2); rule (6) is also not

needed for we don’t care about ¬AU literals in the updated models. Since we
don’t care about primed nor AU literals in the updated models, and A′ and AU

don’t appear in the body of remaining rules, we can delete rules (1) and (5). The
simplified P

′
U preserves the semantics of P

′
U when ¬AU is true, apart primed and

U literals, and looks like this:

A← Bj , not Cj (4)
¬A← Bk, not Ck (5)
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which is semantically equal to P ∗
U . Indeed, note that when ¬AU is true, the

rules of P for A are rejected if M¬ |= Bi, not Ci and don’t belong to P ∗
U . So

the only possible difference between the simplified P
′
U and P ∗

U would be the
existence of some extra rules in P ∗

U such that for any answer-set M¬ we would
have M¬ 2 Bi, not Ci, which does not affect the semantics

The next Theorem establishes the relationship between program update and
interpretation update. For this we begin by defining a transformation from an
interpretation into the arguably simplest normal logic program that encodes it.

Definition 9 (Factual LP). Let I be an interpretation of a language L. We
define the normal logic program associated with I, P ∗(I), as:

P ∗(I) = {L←: L ∈ I} ♦ (12)

We also need the following closeness relationship:

Definition 10 (Closeness relationship). Given three total interpretations I,
Iu and I

′
u, we say that I

′
u is closer to I than Iu if

(I
′
u \ I ∪ I \ I

′
u) ⊂ (Iu \ I ∪ I \ Iu) ♦ (13)

Theorem 2 (Generalization of Updates). Let U be an update program and
I an interpretation. Then:

1. Every U -justified update of I is a <P ∗(I), U>-justified update.
2. A <P ∗(I), U>-justified update Iu is a U -justified update of I iff there is no

I
′
u closer to I than Iu, where I

′
u is a <P ∗(I), U>-justified update. ♦

Proof. 1. Let U be an update program consisting of rules of the form:

A← Bj , not Cj

¬A← Bk, not Ck

where A is an atom and each B and C is some finite set of atoms.
According to [AP97], an interpretation Iu is a U-justified update of I iff it is
a total (or two-valued) WFSX model (modulo primed and explicitly negated
elements) of the corresponding program PU :

PU : A′ ← for all A ∈ I
A← A′, not ¬A
¬A← not A′, not A

}
for all A

A← Bj ,¬Cj

¬A← Bk,¬Ck

}
for all rules from U

according to Def. 8, an interpretation I
′
u is a <P ∗(I), U>-justified update

iff it is the restriction to the language of I of an answer-set of the program
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P
′
U :

P
′
U : A′ ← for all A ∈ I

A← A′, not ¬AU

A← AU

¬A← ¬AU


 for all A

AU ← Bj , not Cj

¬AU ← Bk, not Ck

}
for all rules from U

Notice the difference in the translation of update rules in what the kind of
negation used in their bodies is concerned. We will show that for every total
(or two-valued) WFSX model Iu of the program PU , there is an answer-set
I

′
u of P

′
U such that Iu = I

′
u restricted to the language of I.

Performing a partial evaluation of AU and ¬AU on the rules A ← AU and
¬A← ¬AU we obtain:

P
′
U : A′ ← (1)

A← A′, not ¬AU (2)
A← Bj , not Cj (3)
¬A← Bk, not Ck (4)
AU ← Bj , not Cj (5)
¬AU ← Bk, not Ck (6)

We can safely replace not ¬AU by not ¬A in rule (2), for the only rules for
¬A and ¬AU have the same body. Now, and since we don’t care about AU

and ¬AU in the updated models, we can remove rules (5) and (6) and obtain
the following program P

′′
U :

P
′′
U : A′ ← (1)

A← A′, not ¬A (2)
(3)

A← Bj , not Cj (4)
¬A← Bk, not Ck (5)

PU : A′ ←
A← A′, not ¬A
¬A← not A′, not A
A← Bj ,¬Cj

¬A← Bk,¬Ck

It is easy to see that the only differences between P
′′
U and PU are the kind

of negation used in the body of the rules from the update program, and the
extra rule (3) in PU . Suppose that we add rule (3) to P

′′
U : if rule (3) has a

true body, rule (2) must have a false body; since we are not concerned about
¬A in the final models, and ¬A doesn’t appear in the body of any other
rules, adding rule (3) to P

′′
U wouldn’t change the restricted models. Now,

the only difference is the kind of negation used, but since in answer-sets we
have that if ¬C is true then not C is also true, we have that all total WFSX
models of PU are also answer-sets of P

′′
U .

2. There now remains to be proved the closeness part of the theorem, i.e. that
the set of interpretations S = Q−R, where

Q = {Iu : Iu is a < P ∗(I), U > -justified update}
R = {Iu : Iu is a U -justified update of I}
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is such that for every I
′
u in S, there is an Iu in R such that Iu is closer

to I than I
′
u, and thus eliminated by the closeness condition. According to

[MT94], Iu is a U -justified update of I iff it satisfies the rules of U (as per
Def.1 and where I satisfies in(a) (resp. out(a)) if a ∈ I (resp. a /∈ I)), and is
closest to I among such interpretations. From Definition 7, every <P, U>-
justified update must satisfy the rules of U , of the form:

A← Bj , not Cj

¬A← Bk, not Ck
(14)

Since for any answer-set if ¬a ∈ I then a /∈ I, we have that any <P, U>-
justified update, because it satisfies the rules of (14), must also satisfy the
update rules with in’s and out’s of the form (15)

in(A)← in(Bj), out(Cj)
out(A)← in(Bk), out(Ck) (15)

Let X be the set of all interpretations that satisfy the rules of (15). Then the
interpretations in X −R are the ones eliminated by the closeness condition,
to obtain the U -justified updates, according to [MT94]. Since R ⊆ Q (first
part of the theorem), and every interpretation of Q satisfies the rules of (15),
we have that S ⊆ X and thus any interpretation in S is eliminated by the
closeness condition of this theorem.
Therefore the notion of program update presented here is a generalization of

the updates carried out on a model basis. Consequently, the program transforma-
tion above is a generalization of the program transformation in [AP97], regarding
its 2-valued specialization. Elsewhere [Lei97] the 3-valued case is generalized as
well.

Remark 1 (Extending the language of initial programs). We could allow for initial
programs to be of the same form as update programs, i.e. with explicit negated
literals in their heads only, as per Def.5. For this, we would have to change
Definitions 6 and 8 by replacing atom A there with objective literal L1 (see
[Lei97]). However, note that, although both programs have explicit negation
in their heads, its use is limited, as explicit negation does not appear in rule
bodies. Indeed, all its occurrences can be replaced by allowing not in heads
instead, and then employing a semantics for such generalized programs such as
[LW92],[DP96].

1 An updated program can in turn be updated, once the inertia rule is generalized
for objective literals: L ← L′, not¬L. Because the inertia rule contains explicitly
negated literals in its body, the language of programs has to be extended, as per the
next section. However, the inertia rule itself does not need to be updated, only the
program and update rules. These will accumulate dashes in their heads as they are
updated. For the inertia rule to recurrently strip away successive dashes one needs
to introduce the equivalence (¬A)′ = ¬(A)′, and define ¬ and ′ as operators to
allow unification to do its work. For the details of such a generalization the reader
is referred to [Lei97].
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4 Extended Logic Program Updating

When we update a normal logic program the result is an extended logic program.
In order to update these in turn we need to extend the results of the previous
section to cater for explicit negation in programs. Besides this obvious motiva-
tion, there is much work done on representing knowledge using extended logic
programs, and we want to be able to update them. We begin by extending the
definitions of the previous section to allow for the inclusion of explicit negation
anywhere in a normal program.

Definition 11 (Update Rules for Objective Literals). [AP97]Let K be a
countable set of objective literals. Update in-rules or, simply in-rules, and update
out-rules or, simply, out-rules, are as (1) and as (2), but with respect to this new
set K. ♦

Also, for extended update programs their transformation into an extended
logic programs is now:

Definition 12 (Translation of extended UPs into ELPs). [AP97]Given
an update program with explicit negation UP , its translation into the extended
logic program U is defined as follows2:

1. Each in-rule

in(L0)← in(L1), ..., in(Lm), out(Lm+1), ..., out(Ln) (16)

where m, n ≥ 0, and Li are objective literals, translates into:

L∗
0 ← L1, ..., Lm, not Lm+1, ..., not Ln (17)

where L∗
0 = Ap if L0 = A, or L∗

0 = An if L0 = ¬A;
2. Each out-rule

out(L0)← in(L1), ..., in(Lm), out(Lm+1), ..., out(Ln) (18)

where m, n ≥ 0, and Li are objective literals, translates into:

¬L∗
0 ← L1, ..., Lm, not Lm+1, ..., not Ln (19)

where L∗
0 = Ap if L0 = A, or L∗

0 = An if L0 = ¬A;
3. For every objective literal L such that in(L) belongs to the head of some in-

rule of UP , U contains ¬L∗ ← L where L∗ = An if L = A, or L∗ = Ap if
L = ¬A;

4. For every atom A, U contains the rules A← Ap and ¬A← An. ♦
2 This translation employs the results in [DP96], namely the expressive power of WFSX

to capture the semantics of extended logic programs with default literals in the heads
of rules, via the program transformation P not.
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Intuitively, this transformation converts an atom A into a new atom Ap and
an explicitly negated atom ¬A into a new atom An and ensures coherence. This
way, we no longer have explicitly negated atoms in the heads of the rules of
update programs and so we can use explicit negation ¬L to code the out(L) in
the heads of rules, as for update programs without explicit negation. Operation
4 maps the An and Ap back to their original atoms.

Conversely, any extended logic program (ELP) can be seen as an update
program, possibly applied to an empty program. Indeed, translate each ELP
rule of the form

L0 ← L1, ..., Lm, not Lm+1, ..., not Ln (20)

where Li are objective literals, to

in(L0)← in(L1), ..., in(Lm), out(Lm+1), ..., out(Ln) (21)

It is easy to see that applying the above translation (Def.12) of such an up-
date program back into an ELP preserves the semantics of the original program
because of the read-out rules, A← Ap and ¬A← An.

The language of update programs is more expressive than that of ELPs be-
cause one may additionally have out(A0) and out(¬A0). The semantics of such
ELPout programs can be defined simply by the ELP semantics of the translation
into an ELP of their corresponding update programs.

Then we can envisage any ELP (or ELPout) program as an update specifi-
cation for another ELP (or ELPout) program, albeit the empty one. Programs
can update one another, in succession.

Definition 13 (Extended Interpretation Restriction). Given a language
K with explicit negation, let Mnp be the an interpretation of the language Knp,
obtained by augmenting K with the set E = {Ln, Lp : L ∈ K} (Ln, Lp and L are
objective literals).

We define the corresponding restricted interpretation M , of K, as:

M = Mnp restricted to K ♦ (22)

Definition 14 (Inertial Sub-Program). Let P be an extended logic program
in the language K, U an update program in the language Knp and Mnp an in-
terpretation of Knp. Let:

Rejected(Mnp) = {A← body ∈ P : Mnp |= body
and ∃¬Ap ← body′ ∈ U : Mnp |= body′ }∪
∪{¬A← body ∈ P : Mnp |= body
and ∃¬An ← body′ ∈ U : Mnp |= body′ }

(23)

where A is an atom. We define Inertial Sub-Program Pinertial(Mnp) as:

Pinertial(Mnp) = P −Rejected(Mnp) ♦ (24)
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Again, the rules for some objective literal L that belong to Rejected(Mnp) are
those that belong to the initial program but, although their body is still verified
by the model, there is an update rule that overrides them, by contravening their
conclusion. Note that a rule of P for atom A, with true body, is also countervened
by a rule of U with true body for An (i.e. one translated from in(¬A)). Since
every U also contains the rules ¬Ap ← ¬A and ¬A← An, then ¬A in ¬Ap ← ¬A
is also true, and so that rule of P is rejected in this case too. Similarly for a rule
of P with head ¬A, but now with respect to Ap.

Definition 15 (<P,U>-Justified Updates). Let P be an extended logic pro-
gram in the language K, U an update program in the language Knp and M an
interpretation of the language K. M is a <P,U>-Justified Update of P updated
by U iff there is an interpretation Mnp such that Mnp is an answer-set of P ∗,
where

P ∗ = Pinertial(Mnp) + U ♦ (25)

Once again we should point out that the extended <P,U>-Justified Update
doesn’t depend on any initial interpretation. As for the case of normal logic
programs, it is the rules that suffer the effects of inertia and not model literals
per se.

Example 6. Consider a recoding of the alarm example using explicit negation,
where P and UP are:

P : sleep← ¬alarm UP : in(¬alarm)←
panic← alarm
alarm←

the update program U obtained from UP is:

alarmn ←
¬alarmp ← ¬alarm
alarm← alarmp

¬alarm← alarmn

Intuitively, when performing the update of P by U , we should obtain a single
model, namely

M = {¬alarm, sleep}
Let’s check whether M is an extended <P,U>-justified update. M is Mnp re-
stricted to the language of P :

Mnp = {¬alarm, sleep, alarmn,¬alarmp}
Since

Rejected(Mnp) = {alarm←}
P ∗ = P + U − {alarm←}

Mnp is an answer-set of P ∗, and so M is an extended <P,U>-justified update. ♦
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Definition 16 (Update transformation of an extended LP). Given an
update program UP , consider its corresponding extended logic program U in
the language Knp. For any extended logic program P in the language K, its
updated program PU with respect to U , written in the extended language Knp +{
A′,¬A′, AnU ,¬AnU , ApU ,¬ApU : A ∈ K}

is obtained through the operations:

– All rules of U and P belong to PU subject to the changes, where L is a literal:

• in the head of every rule of PU originated in U , replace Lp (resp. Ln) by
a new literal LpU (resp. LnU );
• in the head of every rule of PU originated in P , replace literal L by a

new literal L
′
;

– Include in PU , for every atom A of P or U , the defining rules:

An ← ¬A′, not ¬AnU Ap ← A′, not ¬ApU

An ← AnU Ap ← ApU

¬An ← ¬AnU ¬Ap ← ¬ApU ♦
(26)

As before, the transformation reflects that we want to preserve, by inertia,
the rules for those literals in P not affected by the update program. This is
accomplished via the renaming of the literals in the head of rules only, whilst
preserving the body, plus the inertia rules.

Theorem 3 (Correctness of the update transformation). Let P be an ex-
tended logic program and U a coherent update program. Modulo any primed, AU ,
Apand An elements and their defaults, the answer-sets of the updated program
PU of P with respect to U are exactly the <P,U>-Justified Updates of P updated
by U . ♦

Proof. (sketch): Let P be an extended logic program consisting of rules of the
form:

A← Bi, not Ci

¬A← Bj , not Cj

and U an update program consisting of rules of the form:

Ap ← Bk, not Ck A← Ap

¬Ap ← Bl, not Cl ¬A← An

An ← Bm, not Cm ¬An ← A
¬An ← Bn, not Cn ¬Ap ← ¬A

where A is an atom and each B and C is some finite set of objective literals.
Let P ∗

U be the program obtained according to Def. 7:

P ∗
U = U + Pinertial(Mnp)

and note that Pinertial(Mnp) ⊆ P .
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Let PU be the program obtained according to Def. 8:

PU :
A′ ← Bi, not Ci

¬A′ ← Bj , not Cj

}
for all rules from P

Ap ← A′, not ¬ApU

An ← ¬A′, not ¬AnU

Ap ← ApU

¬Ap ← ¬ApU

An ← AnU

¬An ← ¬AnU

A← Ap

¬A← An




for all A

ApU ← Bk, not Ck

¬ApU ← Bl, not Cl

AnU ← Bm, not Cm

¬AnU ← Bn, not Cn

¬AnU ← A
¬ApU ← ¬A




rules from U

We will show that PU is equivalent to P ∗
U for our purposes. Performing on PU

a partial evaluation of ApU , ¬ApU , AnU and ¬AnU on the rules Ap ← ApU ,
¬Ap ← ¬ApU , An ← AnU and ¬An ← ¬AnU we obtain:

P
′
U : A′ ← Bi, not Ci (1)
¬A′ ← Bj , not Cj (2)
Ap ← A′, not ¬ApU (3)
An ← ¬A′, not ¬AnU (4)
Ap ← Bk, not Ck (5)
¬Ap ← Bl, not Cl (6)
An ← Bm, not Cm (7)
¬An ← Bn, not Cn (8)
¬An ← A (9)

¬Ap ← ¬A (10)
A← Ap (11)
¬A← An (12)
ApU ← Bk, not Ck (13)
¬ApU ← Bl, not Cl (14)
AnU ← Bm, not Cm (15)
¬AnU ← Bn, not Cn (16)
¬AnU ← A (17)
¬ApU ← ¬A (18)

Note that rules (5)-(12) are exactly equal to the rules of the update program.
The structure of the remaining part of the proof is quite similar to the one

set forth in Theorem 1. Its details are slightly more extensive for we now have
to simplify P

′
U eliminating ApU , ¬ApU , AnU and ¬AnU whilst in Theorem 1 we

only had to consider AU and ¬AU .

Example 7. Applying this transformation to the alarm example (Ex. 6)

P : sleep← ¬alarm U : in(¬alarm)←
panic← alarm
alarm←
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we obtain (where the rules for A and ¬A stand for their ground instances):

PU : sleep
′ ← ¬alarm Ap ← A′, not ¬ApU

panic
′ ← alarm An ← ¬A′, not ¬AnU

alarm′ ← Ap ← ApU

alarmnU ← ¬Ap ← ¬ApU

¬alarmpU ← ¬alarm An ← AnU

A← Ap ¬An ← ¬AnU

¬A← An

with model (modulo L′, Ln, Lp, LU ):

MU = {sleep,¬alarm} ♦
Definition 9 and Theorem 2 both now carry over to a language K with explicit

negation.

Definition 17 (Extended factual LP). Let I be an interpretation of a lan-
guage K with explicit negation. We define the extended logic program associated
with I, P ∗(I), as:

P ∗(I) = {L←: L ∈ I} (27)

where the Ls are objective literals. ♦
It is worth pointing out that the translation of update programs into extended

logic programs, making use of explicit negation ¬ to code the out’s in the heads
of update rules and default negation not to code the out’s in the bodies of the
same rules, allows for some pairs of answer-sets, one of which will always be
closer than the other to the initial interpretation. This is best illustrated by the
following example:

Example 8. Let I = {a} and U = {¬a← not a} where U is the translation of
U ′ = {out(a)← out(a)} according to Def.5. The updated program is:

PU : a′ ←
a← a′, not ¬aU

¬aU ← not a

with two answer-sets whose restrictions are M1 = {a} and M2 = {}. Note that
M1 is closer to I than M2. ♦

The closeness condition in Theorems 2 and 4 exists to eliminate such farther
models in order to obtain the U-justified updates only. As mentioned, this phe-
nomena is due to the translation of the update programs. This is also shared
by [AP97] for the case of updates extended with explicit negation, and so their
soundness and completeness theorem should also make use of the closeness re-
lationship.

This translation has the virtue of not excluding such models, just in case they
are seen as desired. Another approach exists, mentioned in the conclusions, that
avoids the need for the closeness relation by excluding the non-closest updates
by construction.
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Theorem 4 (Generalization of Updates). Let U be an update program with
explicit negation and I an interpretation. Then:

1. Every U -justified update of I is a <P ∗(I), U>-justified update.
2. A <P ∗(I), U>-justified update Iu is a U -justified update of I iff there is no

I
′
u closer to I than Iu, where I

′
u is a <P ∗(I), U>-justified update. ♦

Proof. (sketch): Let U be an update program consisting of rules of the form:

Ap ← Bk, not Ck A← Ap

¬Ap ← Bl, not Cl ¬A← An

An ← Bm, not Cm ¬An ← A
¬An ← Bn, not Cn ¬Ap ← ¬A

where A is an atom and each B and C is some finite set of objective literals.
According to [AP97], a total (or two-valued) WFSX model (modulo primed

and explicitly negated elements) of the program PU is a U-justified update iff it
is closest to I, among all such models, where PU is:

PU : A′ ← for all A ∈ I
¬A′ ← for all ¬A ∈ I
Ap ← A′, not ¬Ap

¬Ap ← not A′, not Ap

An ← ¬A′, not ¬An

¬An ← not ¬A′, not An

A← Ap

¬A← An

¬An ← A
¬Ap ← ¬A




for all A

Ap ← Bk, not Ck

¬Ap ← Bl, not Cl

An ← Bm, not Cm

¬An ← Bn, not Cn




rules from U

according to Def. 8, an interpretation I
′
u is a <P ∗(I), U>-justified update iff

it is the restriction of an answer-set of the program P
′
U (after the same partial

evaluation as done in the proof of Theorem 3):

P
′
U : A′ ← Bi, not Ci (1)
¬A′ ← Bj , not Cj (2)
Ap ← A′, not ¬ApU (3)
An ← ¬A′, not ¬AnU (4)
Ap ← Bk, not Ck (5)
¬Ap ← Bl, not Cl (6)
An ← Bm, not Cm (7)
¬An ← Bn, not Cn (8)
¬An ← A (9)

¬Ap ← ¬A (10)
A← Ap (11)
¬A← An (12)
ApU ← Bk, not Ck (13)
¬ApU ← Bl, not Cl (14)
AnU ← Bm, not Cm (15)
¬AnU ← Bn, not Cn (16)
¬AnU ← A (17)
¬ApU ← ¬A (18)
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We will have to show that these two transformed programs have the same models,
apart from irrelevant elements.

Following similar, though slightly more complex, arguments as in the proof of
Theorem 2, we can replace ApU , ¬ApU , AnU and ¬AnU by Ap, ¬Ap, An and ¬An

in rules (3)-(6), and deleting rules (15)-(20). Also rules ¬Ap ← not A′, not Ap

and ¬An ← not ¬A′, not An of PU are irrelevant for the only rules with ¬Ap

and ¬An in their body also have A′ and ¬A′ in their body, respectively, which
could never be true. Removing those rules from PU , it would be exactly equal
to P ′

U , after the simplifications mentioned, thus proving the theorem.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have generalized the notion of updates to the case where we
want to update programs instead of just their models. We have shown that since
a program encodes more information than a set of models, the law of inertia
should be applied to rules instead of to model literals, as had been done so far.
We presented a transformation which, given an initial program and an update
program, generates the desired updated program. Our results have been further
extended to allow for both programs and update programs extended with explicit
negation. This is important inasmuch as it permits our updated programs to be
updated in turn, and allows us to conceive what it is to successively update one
program by another, and so to define the evolution of knowledge bases by means
of updates3.

Future foundational work involves dealing with partial interpretations and
non-coherent update programs and their contradiction removal requirements,
among other developments. Indeed, as the world changes, so must logic programs
that represent it. Program updating is a crucial notion opening up a whole
new range of applications, from specification of software updates to temporal
databases, from reasoning about actions to active databases, and in general as
a means for better representing reasoning, including belief revision.

Acknowledgments. We thank José Júlio Alferes, Halina Przymusinska and
Teodor Przymusinski for their insightful discussions and suggestions, and the
anonymous referees for their comments. A joint paper together with them is
well under way, improving on and generalizing the results presented here, as
well as exploring some of the application areas mentioned above. (A Prolog im-
plementation of this more general theory is already available.)

3 Iterated updates are made easier by a similar approach to that of Footnote 1, where
instead the equivalences (An)′ = (A′)n, (Ap)′ = (A′)p, (AU

n )′ = (A′)U
n and (AU

n )′ =
(A′)U

n are introduced. Lack of space prevents us to elaborate further on iterated
updates, and garbage collection techniques to do away with rules rendered useless.
For the details on these topics the reader is referred to [Lei97].
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